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New way to pay tuition online, free
JEFFREY NOLIN
Alestle Reporter

__________

The Bursar’s Office is
introducing a new online bill pay
option on CougarNet called
eCheck.
Right now, the only way
students can pay their bill online
is by credit card and with a 2
percent service fee attached.
Students and parents prefer to pay
online, according to Associate
Director to the Bursar Cathy
Foland, unless they need a

question answered about their
account, she said it is much easier
than sending a check via mail or
making the trip to the on-campus
office.
The main reasons for this
change include that many
students and parents do not like
paying a fee online. If a payment
is not made online, it takes 24
hours to post on CougarNet.
Foland said the delay in
posting to CougarNet was a
problem for parents.
“We had many parents calling

and complaining about how they
could not view their payment
status on CougarNet due to
payments not made online,”
Foland said.
This new option will not only
post immediately on CougarNet,
but will enable students to make
payments online by pulling the
funds direcdy out o f their
checking accounts or using their
credit cards at no cost, Foland
said.
The student must initiate and
authorize the transactions made.

I f a student has a parent making
the payments online for them,
they must authorize it as well due
to privacy issues.
Other changes are not going
to be as well received with
acquiring this new payment
option, according to Foland.
“In order for us to offer this
no-cost option, we had to make
some changes on the credit card
side,” Foland said.
There will still be the regular
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Sw inging into season

Cleveland
Hammonds,
who
received a masters degree from
SIUE and later became a
professor, died Tuesday.

Part-time
professor
dies before
lecture
JASON FRAZIER
Alestle Reporter

Sean Roberts/Alestle

Sophomore special education major Gina Borelli and sophomore chemistry major Halstead Coleman-Selby (left) use the new giant
swings on the Stratton Quadrangle. Grabbing a seat on one of the five colorful popular swings has been hard to come by so far this
semester.

Science building construction to start in Oct.
GREG M ADDOX
Alestle Reporter
Construction contracts have been
awarded for the new science building allowing
contractors to begin working in approximately
six weeks, according to Bob Washburn,
director of Facilities Management.
The Board o f Trustees awarded the
contracts last Wednesday, which allow the
contractors to begin paperwork and start the
first stages o f the project.
Rich Walker, assistant vice chancellor of
Administration, said construction will not
begin right away but this is the first step in the
process.

“As soon as the contractors can get their
insurance and bonding paperwork in order,
then they will begin submitting all o f the
background information that has to happen
before the construction crews get on-site,”
Walker said.
Walker said contracts for construction are
awarded to contractors who submit bids for
public projects and are awarded to the
cheapest bid.
“The state puts the bid specifications
public,” Walker said. “Any contractor who
wants to bid on the project submits a bid.”
Bids were awarded as follows: general
contractor, Williams Brothers Constructors,

Inc. in the amount of $21,575,000; plumbing
and heating, Amsco Mechanical, Inc. with
plumbing in the amount of $4,300,000 and
heating in the amount of $4,725,000;
ventilation, Belleville Mechanical, Inc. in the
amount o f $3,637,428; electric, Pyramid
Electrical Contractors in the amount of
$4,339,470; sprinklers, Automatic Fire
Sprinkler in the amount o f $578,800.
“We expect to see actual activity on
campus in late October with a goal of the
building being usable in fall of 2012,”
Washburn said.
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SIUE professor Dr. Cleveland
Hammonds, 74, died Tuesday
after collapsing right before his
schceduled class. He was taken to
Anderson Hospital in Maryville,
where he was pronounced dead.
Hammonds dedicated a
majority of his life to the
education field. One o f his most
recognized career accolades was
being superintendent of St. Louis
public schools from 1986 to
1993, according to Educational
Leadership Department Chair
Linda Morice.
“He is often noted as the last
superintendent o f the St. Louis
public schools who was in the
position for a lengthy period of
time,” Morice said. “He offered
the district stability and he was
very good at motivating people to
do be at their best.”
Hammonds was involved in
many different types of school
environments and had education
experience in other areas. He was
a superintendent for school
systems in North Carolina,
Alabama and Michigan.
Morice said Hammonds did
not want to end his career in
education after retiring.
“He really loved teaching,”
Morice said. “He wanted to
continue to be professionally
active following his retirement as
superintendent.”
In 2006, Hammonds began
instructing
educational
administration courses on a part-
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Enrollment reaches 14,107
ALESTLE STAFF REPORT
For the fourth straight year,
SIUE has increased its total
enrollment, reaching 14,107
students.
The total is the highest in the
school’s history, breaking last
year’s mark o f 13,940. The 1.2
percent increase from the 2009
numbers comes after a 1.5
percent and 2.5 percent increase
the past two years.
According to a university press
release, the number of new
freshmen totals 2,030, breaking the
record for new freshmen as well.
Scott Belobrajdic, assistant
vice chancellor o f Enrollment
Management, said the university
has seen a greater interest from

the urban regions of Illinois and
Missouri.
“Enrollment from traditional
SIUE feeder high schools and the
local region remained consistent
with the past few years. We have
experienced a significant increase
in interest from Chicago and St.
Louis,” Belobrajdic said in the
press release.
SIU Carbondale released its
numbers as well, but SIUC has
been heading in the opposite
direction as their enrollment has
dropped for the sixth straight
year. The school’s enrollment
numbers are still about 6,000
more than SIU E, standing at
20,037 students.

Facilities Management is
finishing roadwork projects that
were not fully completed during
the summer.
The university sent an email
Tuesday informing students of
the roadwork. Work on East
University Drive started Tuesday,
and North University Drive and
Circle Drive are currently under
construction.
Director
of
Facilities
Management Bob Washburn said
the university does not work on

“We always have problems with [water leaks]
in the Science Building, in the offices and in the
labs,” Hamad said. “We need more space, which is
really a problem now, and we need to bring in more
equipment.”
Once the new science building is available for
use, the old building will start renovations to
improve its infrastructure.
“We will not have the leaks, which is a big deal
for us,” Hamad said. “And every professor will
have a research lab, which we don’t have at this
time.”
Walker hopes the new building will allow
instructors and students to enjoy a better teaching
and learning environment.
“They will have more teaching and research
space, new cabinets and countertops, and a new
ventilation system with new fume hoods to better
ventilate what the instructors and students are
working on in the classrooms,” Walker said.
Greg Maddox can be reached atgmaddox@alestklive.com
or 650-3527.
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Roadwork continues around university
ALESTLE STAFF REPORT

Administration and faculty both said the new
expansion is long overdue and recent issues with
the current Science Building have only increased
the desire for construction to begin. “The Science
Building was built in 1966 and all o f those
programs have grown since then for a variety of
reasons,” Walker said. “That is a 50-year-old air
conditioner and we have new technology that
requires more electricity and better ventilation.”
Professor Abdullatif Hamad, director o f the
Physics Department, said the current Science
Building has had issues for years that are long
overdue for being addressed. Last week water pipes
burst in the upper level o f the Science Building and
caused damage to labs in the lower floors.
“Water pipes burst, then the water got to
several places including our lab on the first floor,”
Hamad said. “The other day I had a leak in my
research lab, which could have been very cosdy.”
Leaks like this in the plumbing are
commonplace in the old building and are one of
the many issues faculty members hope are
addressed in the new expansion, Hamad said.

road projects during the first two
weeks o f classes to avoid traffic
and confusion.
The original roads were
concrete and needed repair and
weather permitting, should be
finished by the end o f the week,
Washburn said. The roads are
never completely closed and there
is a flagger to help facilitate
traffic.
The bike trail is still closed
and will remain so until the end
o f the week. The asphalt was
poured and crews are finishing
the work to complete it.

payment option online, however there will be a
2.75 percent service fee and CougarNet will accept
all major credit cards except Visa, Foland said. This
option is only for tuition payments online. Visa is
not willing to work with most schools, however,
the other credit card companies are more flexible.
The new online payment option will go live in
October, so the Bursar’s Office is attempting to
make it known to students. Then, if they rely on a
Visa debit card, it gives them enough time to get a
different card or make arrangements.
Student Body President Brandon Rahn said
Student Government reviewed the idea back in July
and enforced the new payment option.
“It was unofficially ‘O K’d’ for the automatic
withdrawal from a student’s account with no
objections,” Rahn said.

For seniors who are graduating in May, like
speech communication major Caley Creech of
Quincy, there are many unknown fees that apply
after graduation.
“If I was able to have a certain amount taken
out monthly, it would just be more convenient and
easy without another fee added,” Creech said.
There will be posters, fliers and e-mails sent to
students to get the new word out, according to
Foland. Also when a student receives his or her
tuition bill, the option will be included on it.
“You should not be confused how to pay your
bill; that’s not something we want,” Foland said.
Jeffrey Nolin can be reached at jnolin@akstklm.com or
650-3527.
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Delta Sigma Pi reinstated at SIUE
open to anyone who majors, or is interested
in majoring, in any form of business.
Martin said the organization does
Delta Sigma Pi, which was deactivated charity work on and off campus, including
in 1986, returned to SIUE Jan. 30.
food and clothing drives and helping out
Alumnus and former Delta Sigma Pi with Special Olympics.
president Sarah Martin o f Seneca was
“We help out with The Gardens on
involved in re-establishing Delta Sigma Pi campus, so it’s kind o f restoring the natural
as an organization last year.
preserves on our campus,” Martin said.
“The group just kind of fell apart [in
Senior economics and finance major
1986]. Membership fell too far down for it David Janus o f Springfield has been a
to be able to stay,”
member o f Delta
Martin said. “In about
Sigma Pi since 2009
2006, a group of
and said the main
people got together
benefit for students is
and were wanting to
professional activities.
reform the organization
The
networking
but just never got the
capabilities
of the
membership or the
organization,
amount of funding
according to Janus,
needed.”
help members get to
know other business
or
J O
known for the studv
study of
majors and business
business in universities
professionals in the
and allows students to
area as well.
have closer bonds and
Janus said he
to advance in school,
enjoys all
of the
senior economics and
Baldree said.
professional attributes
finance major
The organization
that come along with
is trying to get in
being a member.
contact with alumni to
Elizabeth Baldree
bring a real world-------------------------of Waterloo, a senior
experience members want to hear. One business administration major and
alumnus being Jared Fischer, who is a president o f Delta Sigma Pi, said when she
certified public accountant at an accounting came to SIUE, Delta Sigma Pi was one of
firm in St. Louis. He will talk about what the organizations that appeared welcoming.
helped him while he was in school and after
“[Delta Sigma Pi] didn’t give me the
he graduated and networking.
impression they were trying to kick people
Delta Sigma Pi is a business fraternity out or be exclusive,” Baldree said.

KARI W ILLIAM S
Alestle Reporter

‘it’s really a good
way to build your
professionalism
Delta sigma pi is before you graduate’
- David Janus,

One of the main aspects o f the
organization, according to Baldree, is
social networking, which the
Leadership in Excellence for
Academies for Delta Sigma
Pi attends each semester and
participates in a day of
seminars and workshops.
“[There are] always a
bunch of brothers that are just
standing around wanting to
meet people,” Baldree said.
“Everyone was so welcoming.”
Through “LEAD school,”
students listen to key speakers and
go through breakout sessions that
discuss various aspects of business,
including finding a job in a tough
economy,
retirement
finances,
professional dress, etiquette and other
business related topics.
“I f they ask if you want an alcoholic
beverage, always say ‘no,’” Baldree said.
“It’s a test.”
According to Janus, the job market is
so competitive the smallest attributes can
help.
“For instance, putting DSP [on your
resume], could [make it] go into a
secondary pile, [and you] get your resume
read before anyone else,” Janus said.
The professional aspects o f the
organization “really help students in a nonacademic way,” according to Janus, who
said you cannot really teach professionalism
in class.
“It’s really a good way to build your
professionalism before you graduate,”
Janus said.

Baldree
said she has
learned about time
management having to balancing school,
being in an organization and having a job,
through being involved with Delta Sigma
Pi.
Baldree said Delta Sigma Pi also puts
on social events, such as a bowling night at
Cougar Lanes on Sept. 14. A trip to a Blues
game on September 30 will be a chance for
the brothers to get to know the newest
members, according to Baldree.
Kari Williams can be reached at
kr\nlliams(a)alestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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University Housing says it is not an issue

2 M ystic $25
1 M ystic $25

RO SIE GITHINJI
Alestle Managing Editor

656-8266
QUALITY, AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE
FOR W O M EN , MEN AND TEENS

STD testing & treatment
birth control services
emergency contraception
pregnancy testing
GYN exams
HPV vaccine
-

Bed bugs found in CV

females & males ages 9 - 26

options education
& information
abortion services
■abortion p ill (4 9 weeks)
surgical abortion (4 - 22 weeks)
-

-

One isolated bed bug report
in Cougar Village is not a cause
for alarm, according to Associate
Director of Housing Bob Legate.
The American Pest Control
Company treated a unit in 431 for
bed bugs last week after the
occupants reported the bugs in
their apartment.
Doug Hillman, who works
for the company, said students
need to call if they suspect they
have bed bugs in their apartment,
but said it is not a problem on
campus.
“There is not an infestation
and there is not a problem,”
Hillman said.
He said the bed bugs were
brought in from another location.
Legate said they moved
quickly to take care o f the
problem. They have a contract
with the American Pest Control
Company, which started in July
after deciding not to continue

using Orkin for pest control
problems. Orkin said the bed bug
issue was resolved after one case
was reported last semester.
The university’s current pest
control provider has done a
comprehensive survey o f all living
units on campus, according to
Legate.
“Students are entitled to
good quality facility support,”
Legate said.
The university purchases
mattresses that are resistant to bed
bugs, with the seam sewn on the
inside o f the mattress to keep bed
bugs away. They also clean each
unit thoroughly before occupants
move in as a way to stay on top of
pest control.
Some students may think
there is a bed bug problem, but
Legate said it is all about
perception.
“We all have an opinion
about what is a problem,” Legate
said. “It’s a perception. To label
and identify it from a layperson is

not realistic.”
Junior psychology major
Angel Matthews of Chicago said
housing should have routine
inspections to make sure there are
no problems with bed bugs, not
just the one inspection each
semester.
“That’s a health threat,”
Matthews said. “I think they need
to fumigate so that they take care
of the problem.”
She said Housing should
send out information to students
so they know what to look for to
eliminate problems of bed bugs
and other pests.
Legate said there is not a bed
bug problem on campus at this
time. Students should contact
Housing immediately if they do
suspect a problem so the living
unit can be inspected and taken
care o f as soon as they come up.

Rosie Githinji cm be reached at
r0ithinji@alestlelive.com or 650-3527.

P Planned Parenthood
800.23 0.752 61www.plannedparenthood.org/stlouis
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IFOURDELIVERYDRIVERS

WERE ANY FASTER

THEY’D HAVE

Police issued Abel D. Tillman a citation for failure to Police arrested Richard L. Eickmann on an active
yield following a minor two-vehicle accident in warrant from the Alton Police Department for
parking lot F.
aggravated assault. Eickmann was taken to the
police department where he was processed and
Police issued John J. Grigaitis IV citations for
released after posting $500 bond.
disobeying a stop sign and operation of an uninsured
Police issued Peter J. Gillen a citation for speeding
vehicle on South University Drive.
on South Circle Drive.
Police issued Cody A. Overmann a citation for
speeding on South University Drive.
Police arrested Cameron R. Smith for the unlawful
possession of alcohol. Smith was taken to the police
9-1-10
department where he was processed and released
Police issued Kyle T. Mansfield a citation for failure after posting $100 bond.
to reduce speed to avoid an accident following a
9-4-10
four-vehicle accident on East University Drive.
Police transported Joshua D. Johnson from St. Clair
Police issued Cory P. McDonald a citation for expired
County Jail to the police department Johnson was
registration on East University Drive.
arrested on an active warrant for failure to appear for
Police issued Daniel E. Ulloa Soto a citation for speeding, and was processed. Johnson was unable
operation of an uninsured motor vehicle on South to post bond and was transported to Madison County
Circle Drive.
Jail.
9-2-10
Police arrested Robert T. Williams for disorderly
conduct and resisting a peace officer near the East
St. Louis Center Library following a disturbance with
a kitchen worker. Williams was taken to the police
department where he was processed, then
transported to St. Clair County Jail.

1063 S. STATE ROUTE 157
618.656.5700
FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
©2008 JIMMY JOHN S FRANCHISE. UC AU RIGHTS RESERVED

9-3-10

Police arrested Cheryl L. Branneky and Keenan M.
Adams for delivering alcohol to a minor. Both were
taken to the police department where they were
processed and released with notices to appear. The
arrests were in reference to the following case. On
Aug. 28, police were contacted to check the welfare
of an Evergreen Hall resident and requested an
ambulance for the 20-year-old intoxicated female,
who was conscious and breathing. She was
transported to Anderson Hospital and advised upon
release that she would be contacted and charged
with the unlawful consumption of alcohol by a minor.
Police issued Andrew. A. Parcels a citation for
speeding on North University Drive.

Police responded to Bluff Hall regarding an
intoxicated guest roaming the halls. The subject fled
the building upon questioning from Bluff Hall staff.
Police located the subject, Brendan M. Murphy, lying
along the roadway on East University Drive. Murphy
was arrested for unlawful consumption of alcohol,
and was taken to the police department where he
was processed and released with a notice to appear.
9-5-10
Police arrested Cornelius D. Chatt on an active
warrant from Wabash County Sheriffs Office for
failure to appear for no valid driver's license and the
operation of an uninsured motor vehicle. Chatt was
taken to the police department where he was
processed and released after posting $200 bond.
9-6-10
Police issued James E. Stilt a citation for failure to
reduce speed to avoid an accident in the Bluff Hall
parking lot.
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Budget presentation
part of SG meeting
ALESTLE STAFF REPORT
Chancellor
Vaughn
Vandegrift will address Student
Government at its regularly
scheduled meeting Friday, and
Tim Schoenecker, University
Planning and Budget Council
chair will be present to speak
about the university budget.
SG will hear one travel
request from Delta Sigma Pi as
well as two constitution revisions
from Red Storm and Students

Assisting in Recruiting. It will
also hear one student organization
name change from International
Association of Jazz Educators.
The senators will vote on
personnel appointments and an
open forum will follow for any
students who wish to address
Student Government.
The meeting will start at 2
p.m. in the Goshen Lounge o f the
Morris University Center.

Two-Day Shipping
for One Year
on textbooks
and millions of
other items

HAM M ONDS from p g .l
time
basis.
Morice
said
Hammonds was well received and
respected by students and faculty.
“He taught at SIU E for the
past several years. He usually
taught one or two courses a
semester. The course he taught
most frequendy was EDAD 505,
a course teachers take who want
to be principal,” Morice said.
“Due to his experience as a
superintendent o f schools, he
brought a wealth o f information
into
his
educational
administration classes.”
Hammonds’ many years in
education administration supplied
him with a great deal of
knowledge
in
the
field.
Educational
Administration
Graduate Program Director John
Hunt said experience garnered
him a lot of respect.
“He was a true professional.
I feel the students really
appreciated his background and
experience,” Hunt said. “They
could learn from someone who
had been there and done that.”
According to Hammonds’
obituary, SIUE
School o f
Education Dean Bette Bergeron
said having Hammonds as an

instructor here brought value and
credibility to the education
administration program.
“As a former superintendent,
we were privileged to have
someone
of
Cleveland
Hammonds’ expertise in sharing
his knowledge with our graduate
students in our administration
programs,” Bergeron said.
Hammonds
had
many
different ties to the southern
Illinois region. He went to high
school in Alton, received his
undergraduate degree from SIU
Carbondale and his master’s
degree from SIUE.
While this is a time of
mourning
for
Hammonds,
Morice said it is also time to
reflect on the legacy he left
behind.
“We will really miss him very
much here,” Morice said. “As
much as a surprise and shock to
lose him yesterday, people are also
realizing someone who had a
career like that is truly an
inspiration.”
Jason Frazier can be reached at
jjrazier@akstlelipe.com or 650-3527.
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Obama should not renew Bush
tax cuts, especially for rich

Keeping tax cuts while freely
spending will increase problem

Economists from different schools of thought are coming together
to debate the Bush tax credits set to expire in 2011. President Obama
is talcing a hard stance against signing any legislation to extend these
tax credits for the wealthy.
Obama and his financial advisers have
gone so far as to consider raising taxes on the
top 3 percent o f America’s wealthiest citizens.
Such
a
small
percentage of America
Nolan Sharkey
paying higher taxes
Guest
Columnist
does not seem like a
big risk, but this top 3
percent makes up 25 percent o f America’s spending.
In a recession, the last thing anyone wants to do is stop a nation’s
flow o f money. However, one issue America is facing as it tries to claw
out of a recession is that this top 3 percent is not spending money like
they did in the past - instead, they are saving.
Typically, a government would cut interest rates and raise inflation
by printing more money to get cash flowing out of the wealthy pockets
and into the economy, but there are two issues with this standard
procedure. First, we entered this recession with interest rates that
cannot go any lower due to poor prior planning made by the Feds.
Secondly, printing more money to raise inflation
could easily lead to stagflation, which tormented
America in the 1970s. Stagflation is an economist’s
worst nightmare because it combines high
unemployment with high inflation. When these two
combine it is hard to fix because there is no known
cure to this economic condition.
Economics is a game o f mathematical guessing.
It is hard to say what the best route to a strong
economy is, but economists and politicians can look
to history for guidance. The fastest route to economic peace of mind
is to mirror the 1990s upper tax bracket and then adjust the numbers
and percentages to fit the needs o f today’s economy.
The average top marginal tax rate under President Clinton’s
administration stood at 40 percent. This rate dropped to a low 30
percent with the Bush tax credits. Clinton created a tax plan that
provided America with a bull economy and a budget surplus. Those
two phrases have not been heard in the same sentence in nearly a
decade since Bush’s tax credits went into place.
President Obama and legislators need to look into raising taxes
around the range of 45 percent, but this is a subjective number.
However, the national government could use this financing to begin
our nation’s war against the federal deficit. There would even be
substantial revenue left to create an efficient national jobs bill. It would
be similar, yet smaller in scale, to the jobs bill created under President
Roosevelt during the Great Depression.
Placing extreme taxes on the upper class is never a great idea in
economics, but a safe balance o f progressive taxing can create an
efficient marketplace for growth. It is good news for America. The
Bush tax credits have come to a close, and they should not be renewed.
The next steps should involve a slight tax raise to the richest top
percentile because this will decrease our deficit and increase job
production in America.

The controversial Bush tax cuts are nearly expired, and President
Obama now has the choice o f whether to extend them or not.
The liberal masses are screaming to end the tax cuts to the
wealthy, which they claim are what sunk this country into financial
despair.
Let’s back up.
The Bush tax cuts were not just for the
more than $250,000
Aren Dow
crowd, the wealthy,
Editor in Chief
grouP that ,Paid
43.6 percent of all
income taxes as of
2008. The same year that group made just 24.1 percent o f all the
income, according to the Tax Policy Center.
No, the tax cuts were across the board and led to 36.8 percent of
American tax filers with zero tax liability as recent as 2008. The number
of Americans with zero liability,which sat at 25.2 percent in 2000, has
jumped more than 10 percent in theeight years o f Bush’s reign. It was
not the recession that caused this problem; the numbers were rising
before the end o f the Bush years.
So now the Obama administration is forced to make a decision,
inconveniently around an election year, about what should be done. It
has already caused friction. Obama’s budget director
Peter Orszag is set to resign from the administration,
dissenting from the president and calling the middle
class cuts “simply not affordable.”
He’s right. The number o f Americans not
\ paying taxes is simply astounding, and continuing
the problem is not the answer. Yes, it might be tough
to say, “No, Mr. President,” when House and Senate
seats are up for grabs. It is only our country’s
financial future on the line.
I’m all for lower taxes and letting the American people spend the
money they earn. For lowering taxes to effectively work, however, we
need to stop spending money. We should not, say, spend $800 billion
for a federal stimulus plan for which we do not have the funds. It
sounds nice to proclaim we will spend $50 billion to improve the
infrastructure o f the United States, as Obama did on Labor Day, but
those funds need to come from somewhere. And it should not be the
rich again.
I was under the impression this country was about rewarding hard
work, not simply taxing more because you have more. Everyone should
contribute, not just those in the highest tax bracket.
Keeping the current taxes in place would be disastrous if we
continue our current spending. Those who want new things without
actually paying for them sound ridiculous. Those who want to continue
the cuts just for the middle and lower classes sound equally moronic.
The plan has not worked for the last nine years under extreme
government spending. Why would it work now?
Either cut spending, or increase taxes for everyone, including the
middle class. And since most in that group are struggling to get by, I
would suggest the first strategy.
Please, let’s stop playing politics and actually fix the situation.

Nolan Sharkey is a junior business majorjrom Fairview Heights. He can be
reached at nsharke@siue.edu.

Aren Dow is a senior mass communications majorjrom Springjield. He can be
reached at adow@alestlelive.com or 650-3530.

C ollege of arts & Sciences
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arts&
issues

146 N. Main St.
SlUe Students Welcome

Haochen Zhang - 2009 V a n C liburn G o ld

M edalist

Friday, Septem ber 10, 2010, 7:30 p.m.
Dunham Hall Theater, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
LIMITED SEATING

692*6000
1522 Troy Road • Edwardsville
(in side M ontclaire Center)

2009 Gold Medalist at the Thirteenth Van Cliburn International Piano
Competition, and the youngest participant at 19, Haochen Zhang has
“demonstrated a musical maturity almost unimaginable in one so
young,” observed Scott Cantrell of The Dallas M orning News.

Look for an em ail next week
from Scott Credit Union with
an offer for a Free Pizza

Fifty FREE SIUE student tickets courtesy of Student Affairs!
Dunham Hali Fine Arts Box O ffice

FREE

Tickets c a n b e p u rc h a s e d at:
Dunham Hail Fine Arts Box O ffice ■ Morris University Information Booth
618.650,5774 w w w .artsand issues.com

Buffet
$ 4 9 9

Med.
2 Topping
With Purchase of a
Lg. P izza at Reg. Price
Limited delivery areas, dine-in, cany-out, delivery.
N ot valid with any other offer or coupons.
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit.
Tax not included. $2 .0 0 Delivery Charge.
Expires 9 -3 0 -1 0

New York Style,
Thin or Original Thick Crust
P in a , Salad, Pasta and Dessert
Dine-in only.
N ot valid with any other offer or coupons.
Limit one coupon per customer, per visit.
Tax not included. Valid for up to 2 adults.
Expires 9 -3 0 -1 0

Student Leadership
Development Program &
Volunteer Services
SL D P O rientation

Friday, September 17
7:00PM-11:00PM
MUC Meridian Ballroom

September 1 & 15,2010
4:30 p.m. - Peck Hall Lab 1410

Modules
9/14/10
Module 1 3 ,2 :0 0 p.m.
Effective Meetings
Bill M isiak, HR Manager
Human Resources, SIU E
International Room, MUC

9/14/10

FOOD & DRINKS!!

Module 5 ,6 :3 0 p.m.
Group Process
M JR Matthew Cloud and LT Chris Blanchard
Army R.O .T.C., SIU E
(Meet in Parking Lot B to be transported to program location)

FABULOUS PRIZES!!

S L D P R e m in d e r s ....

GRAND PRIZE:
APPLE IPAD!

Volunteer Projects
September
September
September
September
September

[TT™

10 & 18 - The Gardens at SIU E
11 - Holy Angels Homeless Shelter
11 - SIU E Homeless Program
12- Criterion Bike Ride
18 - St. Vincent de Paul Thrift Store

* A m erican R ed C ross D isaster T raining - Septem ber 1 8 ,9 :0 0 a.m . to 4 :00 p.m .
*Project Read M entor T raining, Septem ber 1 5 ,2 2 . & 2 9 ,2 : 0 0 - 5 : 3 0 p.m.
*Sexual A ssault M edical A dvocate T raining, Septem ber 1 8 ,1 9 ,2 5 ,2 6 ,

HI

C a m p u s A ctivities H o a rd

Contact Michael Martinez at
m ichmar@ siue.edu for more
information

Voter R egistration. Septem ber 7 -9 ,1 0 :0 0 a.m . - 2:00 p.m ., M orris U niversity Center
*W om en's Leadership W orkshop. O ctober 2 ,9 :0 0 a.m . - 12:30 p.m ., SSC 1203
*M ust a tten d all training sessions to receive certification fr o m C all f o r H elp o r R ed C ross

s

s

i
F o r more information and the calendar, contact the Kimmel
Leadership Center at extension 2686 o r visit the website
www.siue.edu/kimmel/sldp o r www.siue.edu/kimmel/sldp/volunteer.

te rta in m e n t
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Questions or comments regarding
this section? Contact A & E Editor
Lindsey Oyler at 650-3531 or
loyler@alestlelive.com.
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Worldly connections, local feature
Eugene
Redmond
W riters Club
meets for 24 th
year
by AJ SANSON / Alestle Reporter
Times were much different in 1986.
There were no smart phones, the New York
Mets were atop the baseball world, and the
Eugene B. Redmond Writers Club was just
getting started.
Fast-forward 24 years and nearly
everyone’s phone does more than just call
or text, the Mets are terrible and, after some
only gave them two or three years to
survive due to lack of interest, the Eugene
B. Redmond Writers Club is approaching
its 25th birthday.
The club, named after the East St.
Louis poet and former SIUE professor
Eugene B. Redmond, meets on the first
and third Tuesdays of the month beginning
this week and lasting until May 17. They
discuss and write all literature, while mainly
focusing on poetry. Some members of the
group have already had their plays or
poems published, while it is safe to say all
members share the same passion for writing
and culture. Darlene Roy o f East St. Louis
is the president o f the club, and has been
since its inception. She said the club is open
to everyone.
“The club is a light full o f information,
history and culture with an Afro-central
core,” Roy said. “But everyone is welcome
at the table.”
The club’s most notable achievement
may be the invention of the kwansaba in
1995. A kwansaba is a 49-word poem
consisting o f seven lines with each
line containing seven words, and
each word containing one to seven letters.
Roy said the idea o f a kwansaba having
triple-sevens was not from the nearby
Casino Queen.
“It was created out o f celebration for
Kwanzaa. It’s derived from the seven
principles o f Kwanzaa,” Roy said.
Roy said the club is important to her
and has acted as a way for her to express
herself.
“It’s been an energizer and a way to
take personal experiences and present them
to other people,” Roy said.
One of the club’s most noted trustees
is Maya Angeiou, and Eugene Redmond
was instrumental in getting her to come to
Y F jE last year.
“Maya approached me in 1970 and
said ‘I want you to be my brother forever,’”
Redmond said. “This past summer was the
10th summer I’ve spent between two to
four weeks at one o f her homes in Winston
Salem, N.C.”

Photo Courtesy of Eugene Redmond
In the early years o f the w riters club, Eugene Redmond (left) and Howard Ram bsy (right) discuss literature. Ram bsy is now
an associate professor o f English and interim director o f Black Studies and is also one o f the club’s board members.

Circa 1986, som e o f the first members
right are Eugene Redmond, Frank Nave,
The club is always open to new
members. After )im Klenn of Belleville
attended his first meeting Tuesday night, he
said his search was complete.
“I’ve always wanted to find a good
writer’s group,” Klenn said. “I’m excited I
saw this on the SIUE website. I’ve always
liked writing shorter style stories, but I’m
looking forward to writing some poetry as
well.”
Misti Johnson of East St. Louis, recent

Photo courtesy of Eugene Redmond
o f the Eugene Redmond W riters Club pose with th eir books. Shown from left to
Lori Ann Reed, John Cobb, Evon Udoh, President Darlene Roy and Warded Brimm.
UMSL graduate, said her mom told her “but usually when something is named after
about the group and she hopes it opens a someone, it’s because that person’s dead.”
For more information on the club
few doors down the career path.
“I’ve always liked writing and hope to including exhibit dates or the possibility of
make it a profession someday,” Johnson attending a meeting call the Department of
said. “For me, it’s all about networking and English Language and Literature at 618650-3991
or e-mail Redmond at
this club will definitely help.”
As the club approaches its 25th eredmon@siue.edu.
birthday, Redmond said he has mixed
emotions for the club that bears his name.
A J Sanson can be reached at
“I’m very proud o f it,” Redmond said,
asanson@alestlelipe.am or 650-3531.
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Abstract
attention
Local artist exhibits
natural talent on
campus
by KARI WILLIAMS / Alestle Reporter
Combining historical context,
vibrant colors, 3-D and abstract art,
graduate student Darnell Malone
presented his 30th art exhibit since
1999 in the lobby of the Meridian
Ballroom Friday.
“The paintings are going to fit
probably everybody’s desire in some
way or another,” Malone said.
All of Malone’s paintings are
“pretty much abstract,” but there are
different paintings for different themes
and different expressions.
“Some of my paintings [are based
on] abstract expressionism, color field,
and some are based on musical
themes,” Malone said. “I have produced
mixed-media pieces that included
photomontages and text.”
However, Malone did not have
inspiration for his artwork and only
took one painting class during his
undergraduate studies. Malone said he
created 16 paintings and could see the
transitions his paintings went through
in the four-week painting course.
According to
Malone,
the
paintings in abstract expressionism are
where he is “expressing an emotion,
possibly a story based on society and
history.” Abstract expressionism is a
form o f artwork stemming from
surrealism and appears spontaneous.
Academic advising counselor Jesse
Harris, who was co-chair for the Ice
Cream Cabaret where Malone’s art was
displayed, asked Malone if he would
exhibit his paintings. Harris said the
Faculty Senate, which he is a part of,
was interested in exploring ideas to
spotlight artists and Malone said he
would be interested in being involved.
Harris said Malone is a “very
creative artist” who is young enough to
have not reached his full potential.
“[He has a] phenomenal sense of
color and balance and I think that he
has the potential to be a great artist and
contribute a lot to the bi-state area in
regard to his talent,” Harris said.
Having seen 12 to 20 o f Malone’s
pieces, Harris said the multimedia
stands out in the artwork.
“It was the variety o f colors and
geometric figures, or in some cases, he
had some o f them looking like fabric
that were very, very interesting,” Harris
said.
Cathy Santanello, director of
instructional strategies for the School of
Pharmacy, has known Malone for about
10 years and met him through another
professor.
Santanello said she and Malone
painted murals in her old house,
including those o f hummingbirds, a
floral scene and a Jamaican scene with
a waterfall in a bedroom.
“I like crazy. I like different,”
Santanello said.
Santanello has “seen his artwork
grow,” as well as his talent and
confidence and said Malone is a great
inspiration to her in regards to being
more bold in painting her home.
The three paintings that caught

Santanello’s eye were “Who or What
Causes Chaos,” “Satin Doll Emerging”
and “Colors Don’t Clash, People Do.”
Santanello said the movement and
colors used in “Who or What Causes
Chaos” stood out to her as well and she
loves the message in “Colors Don’t
Clash, People Do,” along with the red,
yellow and orange African colors.
Senior business administration
major Terrence Murphy o f Chicago,
who knows Malone through their
fraternity, Alpha Phi Alpha, said he
attended the exhibit because he is
interested in art and to support his
fraternity brother.
Murphy was drawn to the piece,
“Colors Don’t Clash, People Do,”
because it is “deep if you really look at
it.” Newspaper clippings o f Martin
Luther King, Jr. are featured in the
piece, which Murphy liked because
King was an Alpha. Murphy also noted
the history on the right side o f the
painting and the blending o f the colors
on the left.
Science Librarian Juliet Kerico
attended Malone’s exhibit and said she
worked with him in the library and has
watched Malone put a lot o f work into
the exhibition.
Kerico said one o f the drawings
that appealed to her was “Summer
Breeze.”
“The use of staff and musical notes
interests me,” Kerico said.
According to Kerico, she likes
when “one art form references other art
forms,” such as art referencing music,
and said Malone had a “really great
exhibit.”
“I’m not an art expert, but I would
say from my perspective he’s a master
o f color,” Kerico said.
Malone’s paintings have traveled
the country, finding resting places in
homes and institutions in Miami,
Houston, South Carolina, California,
Indiana, Missouri and Illinois. He has
exhibited paintings in the Metro-East as
well as California.
Malone has sold close to 40
paintings, has three upcoming exhibits
and said the paintings have been
purchased for a variety of reasons.
“Art patrons have purchased a
painting on how a particular piece
made them feel. One client sent me a
letter expressing how the painting made
her feel and why she bought it,”
Malone said. “A few art patrons who
have purchased my paintings are
collectors.”
Malone has painted walls with wax
paper, created a marble effect in a
bathroom and used a lace curtain as a
stencil for a wall design.
According to Malone, either you’re
born to paint or you’re not.
“I was born to paint. I’m an artist.
I’m a genuine artist,” Malone said. “I
was born to be an artist.”
Kari Williams can be reached at
kmlliams@akstlelm.com or 650-3531.

Upcoming Cougar Events:
Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor Allan Lewis at
650-3524 or sports@alestlelive.com.

Friday, Sept. 10 M en’s soccer at SM U 5 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 10 W om en’s soccer at Western Illinois 7 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 10 Cross Country at EIU Panther Open 5 p.m.
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M VC M en’s so cce r
S ta n d in gs
Creighton

3-0-0

(0-0)

Bradley

2-0-1

(0-0)
(0-0)

Drake

1-1-0

Evansville

1-1-0

(0-0)

S IU E

1-1-0

(0-0)

Central Arkansas

1-2-0

(0-0)

Eastern Illinois

0-2-0

(0-0)

Missouri State

0-2-0

(0-0)

Tu e sd a y’s ga m es
Creighton 1, UCSB 0
Central Arkansas 2, Centenary 1

M on day’s gam e
UMKC 1, Missouri State 0

F rid a y’s ga m e s

Flunter Creel/Alestle

SIUE forward Benny Je ffe ry works on a Belm ont defender during Saturday’s m en’s soccer gam e at Korte Stadium as the Eastsiders
look on. Je ffe ry scored the first SIUE goal in a 2-1 victory.

SIUE at SMU
Bradley vs. E. Tenn. St.
Eastern Illinois at IPFW
Drake at Notre Dame
Alabama A&M at Evansville

Men’s Soccer

SIUE rallies to first win of MVC era
ALLAN LEWIS
Alestle Sports Editor
When it comes to SIUE
soccer, Randy Roy has been
around. The senior plaved at SIUE
when it competed in NCAA
Division II, throughout its
transition to Division I, and is now
on the field with SIUE, fully
eligible for the NCAA tournament.
Roy scored the first gamewinning goal for SIUE as members
of the Missouri Valley Conference
in a 2-1 come-from-behind win
over Belmont Saturday. The goal
was Roy’s first since the 2007
season. Roy sat out 2008 during a
redshirt season and the back was
held scoreless in 2009.
The tally came in the 57th
minute. Roy worked his way

through a slough of players in the
box, tapping a 3-yard strike past
Belmont goalkeeper Juho Illi, with
assists coming from Benny Jeffery
and Kevin Bielicki.
Head Coach Kevin Kalish
credited Roy, as well as his team’s
ability to battle from behind and
avoid falling to 0-2 on the season
after a season-opening loss to
Western Illinois last Wednesday
“Randy is the heart and soul of
the group,” Kalish said. ‘The
second goal was a typical SIUE
goal.”
SIUE fell behind early to the
Bruins, on a goal scored by Dan
Meacock at 9:08 of the first half.
Belmont played a set piece off a 35yard free kick in the box. The ball
was played in and off the right
post, where Niko Olsak collected it

and passed to Meacock, whose
header found the back of the net.
The Cougars answered late in
the first half on a goal by Jeffery,
when the junior setded a pass by
Brian Groark in the open field and
took a quick left footed strike past
a diving Illi to even the score.
Jeffery scored three points in
the match, and Kalish said he liked
what he saw after moving him up
from the backfield to a forward
spot in 2010.
“Benny is a guy who can get
points for us,” Kalish said. “He
played left back for us his first two
years, and moving him up to the
midfield spot allows us to get him
forward a little bit more.”
Kalish said the Cougars’ ability
to battle back past the early deficit
proved beneficial for his team

confidence-wise as the season
continues.
“Being able to come down
from a 1-0 score line is definitely
something to discuss in the locker
room,” Kalish said. “To be able to
come down from a one goal deficit
is important to the future.”
The coach also noted SIUE’s
struggles early in the contest, and
indicated his team still has some
seasoning to do before it begins to
play its best soccer of the season.
M EN ’S SOCCER/pg. 12

O V C W o m e n ’s so cce r
stan dings______
S IU E *

4-0-0

Austin Peay

5-1-0

(0-0)

SEM O

3-2-0

(0-0)

Eastern Illinois

2-2-1

(0-0)

Murray St.

1-3-2

(0-0)

Eastern Kentucky

1-4-1

(0-0)

Jacksonville State

1-4-1

(0-0)

U T Martin

1-4-1

(0-0)

Morehead State

1-4-0

(0-0)

Tennessee Tech

1-4-0

(0-0)

S u n d a y’s ga m es
Indiana State 2, Eastern Illinois 1
SIUE 4 , IP FW 3
Morehead State 1, Wright State 3
Valparaiso 0, Eastern Kentucky 0
Oklahoma State 4, Murray State 2
SEMO 2, Ball State 3
Jackson State 1, Jacksonville State 1
Troy 5, Austin Peay 2
Loyola Marymount 2, U T Martin 0
Tennessee Tech 3, UNC Asheville 1

Women’s Soccer

The wins keep coming
Red hot Cougars make it four straight
ALLAN LEWIS
Alestle Sports Editor
Kristen Dailey made sure
Sunday would not be the day the
SIUE women’s soccer team came
out on the losing end o f a game
this season.
Dailey tallied twice, and the
Cougars stunned IPFW in a 4-3
victory on the road to improve the
teams record to 4-0.
Head Coach Derek Burton
said the Cougars have found
different ways to win during his
team’s early streak, which
includes victories over South
Dakota, Eastern Kentucky and
Ball State.
“It feels pretty good [to be 40 ],” Burton said. “We have won
some different types o f games in
different ways and Sunday was no

siuejp
COUGARS

O VC V o lle yb a ll stan dings

3
4

different.”
SIU E’s win Sunday was
different because the team had to
battle back from an early one-goal
deficit, score more than it had in
its first three games and play away
from Korte Stadium.
Burton said confidence has
played a key role in SIUE’s early
success.
“Anytime you can string wins
together you grow confidence,”
Burton said. “The main thing
W O M E N ’S SOCCER/pg. 12

Austin Peay

6-1 (0-0)

Eastern Illinois

3-1 (0-0)

Jacksonville State

4-3 (0-0)

Morehead State

4-4 (0-0)

S IU E *

3-4

SEM O

2-4 (0-0)

Tennessee Tech

2-4 (0-0)

Murray State

2-5 (0-0)

U T Martin

2-5 (0-0)

Eastern Kentucky

1-5 (0-0)

Tennessee State

0-5 (0-0)

Tu e sd a y’s ga m es
NC A&T 0, Morehead State 3
Marshall 3, Morehead State 2
Lipscomb 3, Tennessee State 0
SIU E 0, Illinois State 3
Sean Roberts/Alestle

Kristen Dailey celebrates after scoring a goal in Friday’s game
against Ball S tate at Korte Stadium . D aily scored tw o m ore
Sunday in S IU E ’s 4-3 win over IPFW in Fort Wayne.

U T Martin 0 Evansville 3
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C o u g a rs w in n in g w a y s h a lte d b y c ro s s -s ta te rival
Volleyball

Hunter Creel/Alestle

Middle hitter Sydney W inslow is m et at the net by three Illin ois S tate players
during Tuesday’s volleyball m atch at the Vadalabene Center.
ALLAN LEWIS
Alestle Sports Editor
Volleyball Head Coach Todd Gober
admitted Tuesday’s effort against Illinois
State was not his team’s best, coming off a
two-win day Saturday.
“This was a match where we fought
ourselves more than anything,” Gober said.
After getting the first two points of the
first set, it went downhill for the Cougars
who were hoping to continue upon a

"T h is past year ou r unit
had 100% p articip ation !
W e are so proud o f our
team and I encou rag e
your d ep artm ent to
pull to g eth er and show
your su p p o rt!”

successful weekend at Indiana State’s Drury
Inn Classic. SIUE managed to defeat
Montana State and Western Carolina to
improve its record to 3-3 on the season.
Illinois State rallied in the first set to
take a 10-5 advantage although SIUE
regrouped following a timeout to tie the
game at 10 apiece. It remained close until
ISU rallied off a 5-1 run to extend its lead
to 19-14, and then it was too late for S IU E ,
as the team collectively hit .220 with seven
errors. SIUE struggled more in the second

set from the service line, coming up with a
.000 hitting percentage, factoring in kill and
error totals o f 11. ISU thrived off o f the
Cougar mistakes, hitting .233 and coming
up with 4 blocks to stifle the SIUE attack.
“[ISU] was in system all night and that
really stresses out a defense. It’s hard to play
solid volleyball when the other team is in
system all night,” Gober said. “And they
were clearly in system all night.”
Illinois State continued to work its
system to perfection in the third set,
breaking open a 15-14 game with a late
rally to close out the set 25-19.
Gober said Brianne Graunke came to
play in the third set, collecting five kills and
hitting a team-leading .571, although her
late effort was not enough to make up for
what he Gober was an all around bad night
for his team.
“We can’t have too many people having
bad nights for the whole night,” Gober said.
“You can have a bad play or two, but not a
night.”
SIUE struggled throughout the contest
getting into its own offensive flow, and
doubled ISU in errors during the three-set
contest, 22-11 for a combined hitting
percentage of just .134. Aside from the
errors, SIUE was statistically competitive
with the Redbirds, scoring one more kill
than the visitors with an even number of
assists. Defensively, SIUE had 51 digs with
16 from Diane Schmidlin. ISU had 55 digs
as a team, and controlled the front o f the
net, out-blocking the Cougars 6.5 to two.
Sydney Winslow and Kelsey Augustine
each had ten kills for SIUE.
Gober said the service line was a
problem area for the Cougars.

Set 1

3

Won

201719
25 25 25
“Two aces and nine errors.. .those aren’t
the numbers we’re looking for,” Gober said.
“We had a good defense and that’s the
frustrating thing. I f we can get into a
transition batde with a team we’ve got a
great chance at winning the thing, but we
were struggling with receiving the serve and
were sending over too many predictable
balls.”
Mallory Leggett led the ISU offense
with 10 kills, and Gober said she was tough
for his team to handle Tuesday.
“[Leggett] was a beast. We really
couldn’t stop her at all,” Gober said. “They
were able to run and get her the ball a lot.
[ISU’s] middles did an OK job, but it was
us.”
Gober said his team would have had a
shot at the Redbirds if it were playing at its
full potential, something he did not see
Tuesday.
“Let me say this, I would love a
rematch. I would love to play them again,”
Gober said.
Although the Cougars will not have
another shot at the Redbirds in 2010, the
team will look to rebound Wednesday when
it travels to Evansville.
Allan Lewis can be reached at
alewis@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
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Noon and Werths lead SIUE at U of I
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ALESTLE SPORTS REPORT

Bradley R Smith
USAFTACP
KIA 01-03*10
Operation Enduring Freedom

September 11th 2010
8:00 a.m.
|n In/Runner Registration begins at 7 am
: begins and ends at Bethel Baptist Church
7775 Collinsville Rd Troy IL

The
SIU E
men
and
women’s cross-country teams
respectively finished third and
fourth out o f five squads at the
Illini Challenge over the
weekend in Urbana.
Junior Aftan Noon paced
the women’s team with a 10th
place finish, crossing the line
on the 4,000-m eter course in
1 5 :4 1 . Aaron Werths finished
in 25th place, with a time o f
2 0 :1 3 as the individual leader
for
SIU E .
52
runners
competed
in
the
men’s

division.
Five freshmen made their
collegiate debuts for SIU E and
all finished within two minutes
o f each other. Renee JohnsGoodenough
finished
in
1 6 :2 6 , Claire Brown (1 6 :2 9 ),
Emily
Conlon
(1 6 :4 6 ),
Hannah Lee (1 7 :0 0 ) and
Megan Petty (1 7 :4 4 ) rounded
out the field.
Brad Walwer (2 0 :3 6 ),
Shawn Dillard, (2 0 :3 9 ), Marc
Amarillas (2 0 :5 4 ) , Campbell
Walters (2 0 :5 7 ) and J.D .
Wynn (2 1 :1 9 ) also finished the
6,000-m eter course for the
men.

The
women’s
team
finished with 84 points,
enough for a third place finish
behind Butler, winning the
event with 19 points and
placing five o f its top seven
finishers. The men ended with
116 points, 22 ahead o f fifthplace
Danville
Area
Community College. The host
Illini won the meet with 19
points.
Next up for the cross
country teams is the EIU
Panther Open in Charleston.

Illi stopped four shots while
allowing both Cougar goals on
the losing side.
The two teams played a
rather physical contest, with the
majority o f fouls being called
against the Cougars, as the case
was during the season opener as
well. SIUE was whisded 16 times
to 10 calls on Belmont, while
multiple players from each squad
were booked with yellow cards.
Meacock and Olsak received
warnings within a 35 second span
in the first half, while Diego
Figueroa was chastised in the 33rd
minute. Mike Jones and Justin
Watson were carded for SIUE.
The Cougars face a quality

test this weekend, when they
travel to Tulsa, Okla. for games
against Southern Methodist and
Tulsa. The Cougars are 5-9-5 alltime against SMU, with a
majority of the games played
during the 1970s and 80s and
during NCAA tournaments. Tulsa
comes into Sunday’s match ranked
No. 5 in the nation.
“It is going to be a major
challenge to see where we stand
and is an opportunity for us,”
Kalish said. “If we have four days
o f good training, I think we will
go there and take our shot.”

the match just five minutes in
on a penalty kick past SIU E
goalkeeper Claire Lovercheck
to knot the game at two.
Burton
said none o f
IPFW ’s goals were the result o f
poor play on Lovercheck’s part,
but rather defensive letdowns
by the Cougar backfield.
“Claire didn’t give up any

6 1 :4 6 , before Dailey put the
Cougars ahead for good.
Burton said the difference
this year has been the team’s
mentality and ability to take
advantage o f its chances to
score.
“When there is a chance we
are fortunate and finding them,
and a lot o f times, you make

Sports can be reached at
sports@alestleltve.com or 650-3524.

M ENS SOCCER
from pg. 16
“Outside of the first five or
10 minutes, I thought we did
alright,” Kalish said. “We are
getting there and made progress
in a lot of areas. We still have a
long way to go, but we are getting
there.”
SIUE goalkeeper Scott Meyer
played solid throughout the
second half, keeping the Bruins in
check, despite three shots on goal
and four in the half. The Cougars
outshot Belmont 13-6 during the
contest, and took eight shots
during the second half. SIUE also
held the advantage on corner kicks
for the second straight game,
getting four chances to Belmonf s
two.

Please note: advanced registration is preferred

I f f lo n lh U n lim it e d 1 2
I W e e k fo r { 1 0
I m o n th U n lim it e d 1 1 8 * 8 8 '

Receive free Bottle of
Sundozxler/ lotion
{ 4 5 R e t a il Y o lu e

Sec /tore for detail/

Allan Lewis can be reached at
alewis@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.

W OM ENS SOCCER
from pg. 16
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that has helped us was
winning the first game o f the
season, and that took some
pressure off, especially for our
returners. We played a number
o f tight games last year, and we
were feeling our own pressure
and losing those games.”
SIU E found success against
IPFW in a familiar fashion:
making the best o f set pieces
and scoring o ff o f free kicks and
corner kicks.
Dailey’s winning tally was
scored on a header set up on a
corner kick taken by Jenny
Humphrey in the 84th minute
o f play.
“The winning goal was the
only one that wasn’t direct,”
Burton said. “It’s really a credit
to the players, because we
aren’t doing a lot differently
from last year.”
The scoring Sunday began
at 1 6 :1 6 in the first half, when
Lisa Underwood scored on a
header from six yards out. The
Cougars answered at 2 2 :3 3 on
Ashley Davidson’s first career
goal, and Dailey scored her first
goal o f the match at 3 2 :4 9 to
give
SIU E
a
halftime
advantage. Dailey redirected a
cross from Brittany Bodziak
into the back o f the net on a
sliding effort near the goal.
IPFW opened the second
half with a goal, as Underwood
scored for the second time in

‘It’s really a credit to our players,
because we are aren’t doing a lot
differently from last year’
— Derek Burton
SIUE women’s soccer head coach
o f the goals, and chances [on
penalty kicks] are slim,” Burton
said. “None o f them were her
fault.”
Lovercheck had five saves
in the contest, winning her
fourth straight.
SIU E regained the lead in
the 56th minute as Kaci Harkey
made it two consecutive games
with a goal. Harkey took
advantage o f a defensive
letdown by IPFW and drove
the ball over the head o f IPFW
goalkeeper Kristen McFadden.
Harkey’s goal was on a quick
one-timer after a throw in on a
restart taken by Kourtney Price.
IPFW scored the back and
forth battle with a goal at

your own breaks,” Burton said.
“It is about being aware and
reacting first.”
Burton said the early
season
streak
has
been
refreshing to the program,
especially given the success o f
his young players.
“Everyone wants to do well
and find opportunities,” Burton
said. “That’s what is fun about
right now, we are playing well
and players are scoring the first
goals o f their career.”
SIU E is back in action
Friday in Macomb for a 5 p.m.
match against Western Illinois.
Allan Lewis can be reached at
alewis@alestlelive.com or 650-3524.
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Softball

SIUE preps for fall season

IiveWire Concert

presents,

ALESTLE SPORTS REPORT

SIUE fall softball
Head
Coach
Sandy
Montgomery will get to
preview her freshman class as
well as S IU E ’s fastracked
women’s team this fall.
The Cougars hit the
diamond for seven road games
this fall, including contests
against
familiar
regional
opponents and a Big Ten foe.
“We are starting o ff this
year doing the same things we
do every fall, competing for
starting positions and trying to
get better by the time spring
rolls around,” Head Coach
Sandy Montgomery said.
The Cougars enter 2011
NCAA tournament eligible as
a member o f the Ohio Valley
Conference after finishing last
year with a 2 7 -2 4 record.
SIU E
has been
to
the
postseason nine o f the past 11
seasons, and was not eligible
the past two seasons while
transitioning
to
NCAA
Division I.
SIU E begins the fall
season
with
a
trip
to
Carbondale to take on SIU C
and SEM O Sept. 19, and then
plays Iowa the following week.
SIU E closes out the short

schedule

We Shot the Moon

Sept. 19 vs. SEMO (at SIUO
Sept. 19 @ SIUC
Illinois Collegiate Softball
Championships

Oct. 2

Northern Illinois

Oct. 2

Illinois State

Oct. 3

Bracket play

season with its third straight
appearance in the Illinois
Collegiate
Softball
Championships O ct. 2 and 3.
The Cougars will take on
N orthern Illinois and Illinois
State before proceeding to
bracket play to round out the
tournament in Normal.
“Our mindset has not
changed
this
year,”
Montgomery said. “Our goal is
to continue to get better and
play at a high level, which will
put us in a position to
hopefully win the O V C .”

Free. Music. On campus.
Brought to you by Campus
A ctivities Board. For more
information, contact Wil
Rogers at grogers@ siue.edu
or visit the C A B website at
www. siue .edu/cab

E d w a r d s u ille ’s Only Pro m u s k Shop

o jo

s MUSIC

Guitars •Drums •Band & Orchestra instruments •PA & Sound Equipment • SheetMusic
SALES

•

RENTALS

•

LESSONS

•

REPAIRS

142 N.Main Street • Edwordsville, Illinois 62025 • 6 1 8 .6 5 5 .1 6 0 0

u n iu u i.m o jo sm u sic.co m
E L L A , the English Language and Literature Association,
proudly w elcom es

Poet Allison Joseph
to the Bookstore
Th u rsd ay Septem ber 9, 2010
7:00 pm
Free and open to the public

Allison Joseph lives in Carbondale, Illinois, where she directs the M FA
Program in Creative Writing at Southern Illinois University. She serves as
poetry editor of Crab Orchard Review. Her books include What Keeps Us
Here (winner of the Ampersand Press W omen Poets Series Prize and the
John C. Zacharis Prize), S oul Train (Carnegie Mellon), In E very Seam
(Pittsburgh), Imitation o f Life (Carnegie Mellon), W orldly Pleasures
(winner of the Word Press Poetry Prize) and Voice: Poem s (Mayapple
Press). Her most recent poetry collection, M y Father's Kites, was
published in 2010 by Steel Toe Books.
S p o n s o re d b y E L L A a n d fu n d e d in pa rt b y S tu d e n t A ctivity F e e s

icreation

Follow us at twitter.com/alestle
It ’ s o n l y a
S IL E N T K IL L E R
TO T H O S E
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ask

l is ten

sol ve

YO U R
M O N EY

ONLINE. ON YOUR W AY. ON YOUR CELL.
With myRewards Student Checking, you're always close to your money.

You don’t have to let high
blood pressure take you by

• Nearby location

surprise. A sk your doctor

• Nearby ATM

• Mobile Banking' and Online Bill Pay

to check it and help you
keep it in check to reduce

• Email Alerts

Ap ply today at a location near you.

your risk of heart attack
and stroke. Learn m ore at

Commerce Bank

w w w.am ericanheart.org or

M em ber FDlC

call 1-8 0 0 -A H A -U S A 1 .

A m erican Heart
Association®’

618 655-9812
-

fL
can

Learn a n d L ive „

dick came by

com m erceban k.com /stu den ts

Y o u r m o b ile carrier's te x t m essa g in g a n d w e b access cha rg e s m a y app ly.

ask listen solve a n d call click c o m e b y are tra d e m a rks of C o m m e rc e Bancshares, Inc. © 2 0 1 0 C O M M E R C E B A N C S H A R E S , IN C .

T h is sp ace provided as a public service.
© 1999, A m e rican H eart Association

D on 't miss SIUE Day Rally Week!
September 13-17, 2010
M onday

Tuesday

9.13.10

3*
Associated
Bank

Open a new checking account and receive
a FREE SIUE Hooded Sw eatshirt!
PLUS
If you have Direct Deposit front SIUE
you’ll also receive a $50 BONUS to your
new account! (Glen Carbon branch only)

9.14.10
W ednesday

C |M 0

_ con

R E J D IT
N JO N
MakeThvMoSi

Of YvurMmu'yf

9.15.10
Receive a fr e e la r g e p iz z a from Pantera’s
and a chance to win a $ 500 Best Buy
Gift Card (and other prizes) just by
registering with SCU’s On Y our W ay at
scu .onyour way. com

associatedbank.com

DAY

9.14.10

silkwormink.com

F rid a y

9.15.10

9.16.10

9.17.10

Cleaning, Exam & X -rays $59 (Reg. $329)

Visit our SIUE Open House 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Appetizers & Drinks 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Take-Home W hitening $1 (Reg. $199)

Offer expires in 30 days

(excludes loose diamonds & cannot be combined with any
other offers)

Receive a whitening kit & custom tray with completed new
patient exam, cleaning & x-rays. Offer not to be used in
conjunction with any other offers or reduced-fee plans. Offer
good in absence o f gum disease. New patients only.

Put an item on a “Wish-List” to be entered
to win a $ 5 00 S h o p p in g S p ree

sunsethillsdental.com

hudsonjewelers.com

www$ifewoa»ink.com

T-shirts an d other giveaw ays available
while supplies last. 10% o ff all orders
placed during SIUE Day Rally Week, just
mention being SIUE’s Biggest Fan.

scu.org

Today O nly
Purchase of a single item at 30% OFF

(® J

Stop by the MUC’s Goshen Lounge today to
have your picture taken as “SIUE’s Biggest
Fan” with our GIANT T-shirt for your
chance to win a Silkworm prize pack! See
the fun at facebook.com/silkwormink

T h u rs d a y

Includes exam , clean in g & x-rays. Offer good in absen ce of
gum disease. New patients only.

n 1.1

Tuesday

W ednesday

Offer expires in 30 days

2010

20% off everything in the store for
SIUE students, faculty and staff

Offer valid Septem ber 17-24, 2010
SIUE students, faculty and staff get 10%
off everything in the store all year round
with a valid ID
heroic-adventures.com

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Crossword
P uzzle
ACROSS
1 Thick piece
5 Kelly’s cohort
10
bath
14 Corduroy feature
15 “West Side Story” role
16 Flowering succulent
17 Seconds
20 Appreciative
21 Privacy metaphor
22 Troubled insurance
giant
23 Dry, like some
Spanish wine
24 Seconds
30 They have caps
31 Enjoy New York, say?
32 Hit hard
34 Isle where Saint
Columba died
35 Received, as a salary
37 “See ya”
38 Ring decision
39 Part owner of Chrysler
since 2009
40 Nasal spray brand
41 Seconds
45 Env. directive
46 Sound from Sandy
47 “Jeopardy!” clue, e.g.
50 They may be felt on
the range
55 Seconds
57 Tribe related to the
Iowa
58 “One for My Baby”
composer
59 Samoan seaport
60 Seats with kneelers
61 Some designer
dresses
62 Discreet attentiongetter
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DOWN
1 Ill-gotten gains
2 Place to hibernate
3 “Crimes and
Misdemeanors” actor
4 Sugar source
5 Weaver’s fiber
6 Once, perhaps
7 Madonna’s
“Material
»»
8 “ be my pleasure!”
9 Its home is on the
range
10 Oater setting
11 Places in la mer
12 Went like the dickens
13 Citrus peel
18 Chicago tower builder
19 1961 Heston role
23 Did in
24 Japanese mushroom
25 It’s a gas
26 Some like it hot
27 Troubadour’s Muse
28 Piano type

Are you interested in the
future of your business
and who your market is?

29 Stuffs
30 Frontiersman Carson
33 “M ad
1979 Gibson
film
35 Rural route
36 Showers, e.g.
37 Uncle, in Uruguay
39 Regales
40 Cinematic opening, but
not ending?
42 United Kingdom’s Guy
Night
43 To a certain extent
44 Salad makings
47 Straddling
48 Evening, informally
49 Harbor vessel
50 W WII battle
site
51 Reaction to freshness?
52 “My bad!”
53 Mark Harmon T V series
54 Game using only cards
higher than six
56 P artofT.G .I.F.: Abbr.

Think about
this potential
buying power.

Call our sales department

650-2573
alestlelive.com

at SIUE
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8
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Do you want to Over 15,000
tap into this market? students
It pays to Advertise in
the Alestle
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By Dave Eckert
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SAMIKMOf PUZZLES By The Mepham Croup

SOLUTION TO Thursday's PUZZLE
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4

Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains every
digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

© 2010 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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ALESTLE CLASSIFIEDS GIVE Y O U MORE!
Place your classified ad at a time
convenient for you using our easy,
secure online interface at
alestlelive.com/classifieds
BASIC PRIN T IN SERTIO N RATES:
10 word m inim um for all ads.
20 cents a w ord 1-2 insertions, per insertion
19 cents a word 3 -4 insertions, per insertion
18 cents a word 5 -19 insertions, per insertion
17 cents a word 20+ insertions, per insertion
Print Extras:

All bold, additional $5

HELP W A N TE D
T H E CYCLERY AND
FITN E SS C E N T E R IS
LO O K IN G F O R FRIEN D LY
AND O U TG O IN G
IN D IV ID U A LS T O JOIN
O U R TEAM . FU L L AND
PART TIM E PO SITIO N S
AVAILABLE IN O U R
CYCLING, RU N N IN G AND
SER V IC E DEPARTMENTS.
NO E X PER IEN C E
NECESSARY. APPLY
W ITH IN . 6 1 8 .6 9 2 .0 0 7 0
TH ECYCLERY.N ET
Need extra income? Looking
for motivated people to join ecommerce business. You make
your own hours. To inquire
please call 6 1 8 -604-8771.

W eb Extras Vary

Please schedule you r ad carefully as we
cannot offer refunds. Corrections m ust be
noted by on the first day
the ad appears in the newspaper.
Deadlines:

By noon M onday for Tuesday issue
By noon W ednesday for Thursday issue
Having trouble? Call 618-650-3528
or e-m ail classifieds@alestlelive.com
Alestle Office Hours (M UC 2022):

9 a.m . - 4:30 p.m . M on-Fri
Starting prices: Two Bedrooms
$ 6 2 5 .0 0 ,
Two
bedroom
townhomes with 1.5 baths
$ 6 7 5 .0 0 . Two bedroom lofts
$695.00. Two bedroom duplexes
$750.00. All units have washer/
dryer hookups and M O ST with
deck or patio. For more
information or to request a tour,
please contact our office at (618)
3 46-7878 or visit our web site at
www.osbornproperties.com

making your
life a little
V U w lw l ■

copies/printouts
flyers /pokers /banners
design I lamination

2nd Floor MUC next to theAlestle
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm
6503178

House
for
rent,
newlv
remodeled. 3 bd, 3 full bath. Fire
place, wood floors, 5 car
gagrage,
new deck,
large
backyard,
new
appliances,
washer and dryer. $1350/mo +
sec. Call Robert 4 02-669-7531.

FOR SALE

Ipod Touch 3rd gen 32GB.
\ciroki. Kept incover (included).
$ave $$$. Move off campus just $1 9 0 . 2 1 7 -8 2 1 -1 2 8 9 .

FOR R E N T

outside Edwardsville. Country
setting 15 minutes to SIU E and
St. Louis. 1.5 Baths. Washer and
Dryer in unit. Water, Sewer and
Trash included.
N o Pets.
No Smoking.
$625 Month.
61 8 .9 3 1 .4 7 0 0
www.fairwayestates.net

September
Free-Starting
at
*$ 7 2 5 - 2 & 3 bdrm townhomes
close to SIU E .$100/ $150 Gift
Card call to find out more!61869 2 -9 3 1 0 www.rentchp.com

W H Y RENT? YOU CAN
OWN? 63 Pepperwood Ct,
Glen Carbon. Excellent 2
BD RM with fireplace, All
appliances and maint. free.
Only 5 min. to campus.
Open House 9 /1 2 1-3 PM.
Call Brenda or Angela
at(618) 7 8 9 -2 7 4 2 or 9548 3 3 0 Coldwell Banker
Brown Realtors.

You have dreams.
We'll show you how to get there.
d je T t -fin a r td 'O ./
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